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What is “genome annotation“ ? 

The process of 
taking the raw DNA sequence produced by the genome 
sequence projects 

and 
adding the layers of analysis and interpretation necessary to 
extract its biological significance and place it into the context 
of our understanding of biological processes. 

Nature Reviews Genetics

2, 493 - 503 (01 Jul 2001) 



Annotation
means obtaining biological information 

from unprocessed sequence data.

Structural annotation
means the identification of genes and  other    

important sequence elements.

Functional annotation
means the determination of their functional roles in  

the organisms.



Structure Features of Genome Sequences
of biological interest 

Repetitive sequences

GC content
Giemsa stain AT rich

Segmental duplication
are remarkably common in vertebrate and plant genomes.
are almost as likely between chromosomes as within them.

Structure of centromeres and telomeres



Human transcriptome map of ch 9

Genome Reseach 13: 1998, 2003



Chromosomal gene expression profiles established 
by HTM revealed a clustering of highly expressed 
genes in 30 domains, called ridges.

Ridges are characterized by 
•high gene density
•high GC content
•short introns
•High SINE repeat density
•low LINE repeat density
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Functional annotation

is understanding how genes and gene products interact,
using gene expression and proteomic information.



Why do we need to focus on 
“genome annotation” now ?

Now that many genome sequences are available, attention is 
shifting towards developing and improving approaches for 
genome annotation.



Traditional routes 
to gene identification



Transcript mapping strategy as followed:

1. Hybridization of genomic clones to zoo blots. [Southern]
2. Hybridization of genomic clones to northern

/reverse northern blots and cDNA libraries.

3. Identification of CpG islands.

4. cDNA selection and cDNA capure.
Amplified cDNA library is hybridized to immobilized genomic clones

covering the candidate genomic region. 

5. Exon trapping (exon amplification)



1. Hybridization of genomic clones to zoo blots. [Southern]
Based on coding seq are strongly conserved during evolution, 
whereas non-coding region DNA generally is not.

{A variety of species}



2. Hybridization of genomic clones to northern
/reverse northern blots and cDNA libraries.



3. Identification of CpG islands.

CpG islands
• are short stretches of 

hypomethylated GC-rich 
DNA

• Often found associated with 
vertebrate genes

• 50% of human genes have 
associated CpG island.





4. cDNA selection and cDNA capture.

Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA. 1991 
November 1; 88 (21): 9623–9627



5. Exon trapping (exon amplification)

Principle 
is a genomic clone is inserted into an
“ intron” flanked by two artifical exons
within an expression vector.

Transfection
recombinant expression cassette 

is transcribed
Spliced to yield an artifical mRNA
RT-PCR
Check length [exon or intron]



Positional Cloning of interested gene



Genome annotation



Annotation processes
1. Automatic analysis

•Gene-specific features search
•Homology search

2. Manual inspection    
• Gene finding & classification
• Splicing sites  adjustment
• Alternative splicing

3. Experimental validation   

4. Integration



Software program for finding genes

Two strategies are used for gene prediction: 

1. Ab initio prediction
Algorithms search for gene-specific features such as
promoter (TATA box, cap site), spice sites, 
poly-A sites or ORF. 

2. Homology searching program
Compare genomic seq data to gene, cDNA, EST &
protein seq already present in database.



Ab initio (從頭開始) prediction
Predict genes from seq data without the use of prior knowledge   

about similarities to other genes. 







Analysis of non-coding RNA & extragenic DNA

Non-coding RNA: rRNA, tRNA

extragenic DNA = regulatory regions = promoter regions







Sensitivity = detection of true positives// Specificity = elimination of false positives

e.g., 30% -40%



The errors generated from low sensitivity & specificity of these
gene prediction software included:

1. incorrect calling of exon boundaries
2. Missed or phantom exons,
3. Failure to detect entire genes

The best results were obtained by running five different programs
and counting consensus exons obtaining from any two or more
programs.  



Using homology to find genes

Genomic seq can be rapidly screened for EST hits
to identify potential genes. 

Note! 

Not all coding exons can be identified by EST

Not all EST can be assumed to be reliable indicators of 
a gene or mature mRNA.
derived from unprocessed intronic seq
primed from genomic poly(A) tract
primed from  pseudogenes



The most widely used programs for carrying out similarity searches 
with database seq are the BLAST family.



Detection open-reading frames

Start codon = ATG
Stop codon = TGA, TAA, TAG

ORF = start codon stop codon
= coding sequence of gene

An erroneous single base addition or deletion 
(phantom indels) will disturb the reading frame &
make correct identification of ORF much more 

difficult.









The use of codons for particular amino acids varies 
according to species.



database of expressed sequence tags 
(bdEST)

1. Original EST was human origin, now it over 250 organisms

2. Widely used in genomics & molecular biology communities  
for  gene discovery

mapping
polymorphism analysis
gene prediction

3. Contamination vector, mitochondrial, bacterial seq are  
routinely removed before EST deposit.

4. also includes cDNA sequences from differential display 

experiments and RACE experiments.





EST database
For the purpose of searching for genes in DNA sequences
derived from eukaryotes, dbEST is particularly useful.

Now genomic sequences are compared directly to the contents
of the dbEST in order to identify potential ORFs.

However
•EST don’t provide the promoter information.
•EST may contain substitutions, deletions, or insertions

compared to the parent mRNA seq.
•short, single pass read cDNA sequences often contain errors.
•1.5% oligo-dT-primed 3’EST might be nonspecific priming or

indicative alternative splicing. 



Summary of cDNA cloning 
And EST sequencing.



Primers: Poly-dT or Random hexamers







EST database









EST clustering

Even with the process of library normalization, 
abundant transcripts are represented more frequently
in dbEST than rare ones.

Gene-based cluster:
grouping together EST record of same gene



2% 98%

July 2000
1.7 million seq in 82,000 culsters

homoloGene

homoloGene
Included calculated orthologs
& homoloygs for genes
from human, mouse, rat, 
and zebrafish.















A method combined with clustering & assembly





Summary for EST tools

A significant difference between the UniGene & Gene Indices
is that the Gene Indices are assemblies of ESTs and other genes
rather than clusters.

Unlike UniGene or TIGR Gene Indices, ESTs in STACK are 
separated by tissue type before being clustered.



EST  function for

•gene discovery
•mapping
•polymorphism analysis
•gene prediction
•Assess gene expression level



Gene discovery methods using EST include:

hunting for new members of gene families in the 
same species (Paralogs).

hunting for functionally equivalent genes in other 
species (orthologs).



EST & mapping

EST can be used to create map by use of STS

Using UniGene cluster, EST can represent individual 
human genes        



EST & seq polymorphism
cSNP (coding sequences)



Gene prediction & EST

Computor predict genes

50% is the same as EST
25% less accuracy
25% predict poorly

30% of the EST exist in alternatively-spiced forms. 
Many of these alternative spices are not annotated

on the genomic seq.

Separated genes or gene with a lot of exons



Assess levels of gene expression using EST

Because EST are generated by random sequencing of clones
from many different libraries, EST appear to be a good 
source for studies of gene expression.



Experimental verification:
from laboratory confirmed gene

Once a chromosome or genomic regions had been annotated,
experimental verification is needed to confirm the predictions
and add extra data. 

Several techniques can use to confirm these prediction data;
for example, the rapid amplification of cDNA ends (RACE). 
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